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Abstract 
Map carrier not only decides the storage mode of map information, it also has important influence on mathematic foundation 
and expression mode of geographical information. Based on analysis of the limitations lying in the flat map, this paper introduces 
the concept of the digital map and electronic map on ellipsoid surface, elaborates on the superiority. The paper investigates the 
fundamental method of drawing, display and analysis of the digital map on ellipsoid surface farther. Compared with conventional 
map mode, the digital map on ellipsoid surface is a new concept, it fits the spatial data visual mode based on geographical 
features superlatively well and suits the people’s cognitive and thought habit who regards earth surface as a ellipsoid; it carries 




and digital map effectively. 
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1. Introduction 
As the carrier of geographic information, a map always expresses the geographic information on certain carrier, 
for example the paper map expresses the geographic information on a paper or the similar carrier, the electronic map 
expresses the geographic information on screen. Similar to the solid and empty map, the digital map is stored in the 
computer storage devices, while the mental map is memorized in the human brain. The map carrier not only decides 
the way of the map information memory, also has an important influence on the mathematic foundation and the 
expression of the geographic information 
2. Limitation of plane map 
The map carrier has decisive influences on the mathematics foundation of the geographic information. Its shape 
is different, and the mathematics foundation is not same. Commonly used map carrier is the paper or screen plane. 
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 In order to express geographic information of spherical surface on plane carrier, different map projections were 
invented and widely used. The plane coordinate system is the essential mathematics foundation of paper map. 
Due to the influence of the traditional cartography, most of the digital maps and GIS use traditional map 
projection theory at present, it is feasible in specific use and local scope when considering it as spatial mathematic 
foundation of its reference system. The digital map of wide range take the wider range, even the whole Earth as its 
object, three essential factors of map projection are very difficult to define in traditional cartograohy under this 
circumstance. The metric of coordinate in two-dimensional space is nonlinear which defines by the map projection, 
each projection has its own coordinate system, we can only compare and transfer coordinates values between 
topographic maps which have the similar projection. Therefore, there are many questions when we take map 
projection as the spatial mathematics foundation, and there exit many shortcomings when we use it as followings: 
• It is a fundamental shortcoming regarding that we cannot visualize continuously and cannot carry on geography 
analysis in the entire region. It is the same to projection by zone. In a large region, the distortion is so big, 
complex and anomalous that it brings great difficult and bad effect on the following work and the visualization. 
• The map projection does not suit the oriented structure and the expression of multi-resolution. It is difficult to 
define the accurate length of entire region, and the implementation is more difficult; correspondingly, it is also 
complex and difficult to unify the spatial mathematics foundation by projection transformation. 
• The system is not advantageous for the dynamic change and the expansion. Regional geographic information face 
with the very frequent dynamic change in aspect of space-time and use, such as expand and merge of boundary. 
At the same time, it has no fixed boundary in the region. It is difficult to carried on the decomposition and merge 
work because the complexity and regional characteristic of map projection (Wang Hui, 2004). 
• It is difficult to define space of three-dimensional and time in two-dimensional space. In a large region, taking the 
level elevation and Gaussian coordinates as three dimensional coordinate of ground point, we cannot regard earth 
as a horizontal plane, and we cannot express spatial information on earth surface accurately and really, especially, 
we cannot satisfy some scientific needs (Feng Yan, Shi Yimin, 2003). 
Therefore, the digital map and the related spatial mathematics foundation of GIS have not been changed and 
developed, although spatial data have been developed from partial to wide range even to whole world scope. In this 
case, it cannot satisfy the need of the digital earth of multi-resolution and comprehensive use. The spatial data 
product should address the problems of spatial mathematics foundation in the theory and the practice under digital 
environment, it is the fundamental question of spatial information development in the entire terrestrial space at 
present (Hu Peng, 2001). 
It has caused the domestic and foreign related scholars to take it seriously, to establish a set of multi-dimensional 
earth data which suit global multi-resolution, continual, precise, visualization measurement and a set of unified 
spatial mathematics foundation which under the standard frame. 
3. The concept of digital /electronic map on ellipsoid surface  
Some experts believed that it is quite ideal to use the cylindrical projection GIS on a large-scale, because its 
coordinate shape is distributed to a square grid in the global scope, which supports the seamless splicing and the 
demonstration in global GIS. But the cylindrical projection projects the ellipsoid body to the same plane and the 
precision is very poor, the farther the distance to equator, the bigger the distortion, it is an exaggerate expression 
way (Wang Hui，2004). In brief, although many experts advocated using geodetic coordinate system as the basis of 
map localization, but there is no map visualization method to replace the map projection at present. 
The geographic information reflected on a map mainly is the information on earth surface, the reference ellipsoid 
surface is the standard surface that matches the earth's surface very well and can be expressed by mathematical 
method. The reference frame of geodetic coordinates takes the reference ellipsoid surface as the datum. We can 
calculate coordinates after we project ground points to the reference ellipsoid surface. There is no distortion when 
we use geodetic coordinates and the earth elevation to express geography entity on the reference ellipsoid surface. 
Therefore, the most ideal carrier that expresses geographic information is the ellipsoid surface. So people invented 
globe to express the geographic information on spherical surface by the paper carrier, but the globe can be only used 
as the map carrier on a small scale and for the whole Earth. Therefore we can create a map with the method similar 
to those for expressing geographic information by globe by reducing the data to a certain proportion, according to 
the shape and size of reference ellipse body, then we can create an ellipsoid region and express the graph of the 
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corresponding region on it, and thus we can avoid all kinds of the distortion the map projection brings. But this 
method can not be used to realize on a paper map, because it is very difficult or impossible to create such a big 
ellipsoid globe or the partial ellipsoidal carrier. As this method is inconveniently, therefore the paper carrier on 
ellipsoid surface cannot serve as the map carrier of a small region and on a large-scale. The appearance of digital/ 
electronic map has created the condition for the generation of an ellipsoid surface map. 
3.1.  Digital map on ellipsoid surface 
The digital map expresses the geographic information in a broad mathematic space. It expresses the geometry 
shape and the space-time distribution of the features in the real world by locating each feature on a certain surface of 
ellipsoid in a mathematics space. We named it digital map based on geodetic coordinates which are located in the 
reference surface of ellipsoid and definite object spatial position. It can be abbreviated to digital map based on the 
ellipsoid surface.   
3.1.1. The localized method of spatial point based on ellipsoid surface 
This concept of projection is different from the traditional map projection. The traditional map projection is a 
transformation from the curvilinear coordinate (B, L) on ellipsoid surface of three-dimensional to the two-
dimensional XOY, this is mainly determined by the plane paper and the measure technology used by the traditional 
map carrier. The concept of map projection under the digital environment is the transformation from the curve 
surface to the plane or from the curve surface to the curve surface, it can also transfer on curve surface by itself. So 
long as its spatial features maintain, that is, we choose the projection as the spatial mathematics foundation which 
from the geography space of actual ellipsoid body (B, L, H) to the two-dimensional surface (B, L) along the normal 
direction, considering the geometry system on ellipsoid surface which decided by the two-dimensional  (B, L) as the 
metric space. 
3.1.2. The expression of spatial entity on ellipsoid surface 
We can describe a spatial point with P(B, L, H) based on that ellipsoid surface in geodetic coordinates, in which 
(B, L) is the expression of projection point position of P(B, L, H) along the normal direction on the ellipsoid surface; 
Spatial tangential path P 1 P2 can be expressed by the two point P1(B1, L1, H1) and P2(B2, L2, H2), its projection 
localization on ellipsoid surface along the normal direction may be expressed by land line between two projection 
point P’1(B1, L1) and P’2(B2, L2); The spatial surface constituted by the spatial tangential path, and the 
corresponding land line may constitute the projection of spatial surface on the ellipsoid surface. A spatial entity can 
be expressed as following: 
• The Entity of Independent Point: we can express a chimney, lighthouse, telephone pole and so on as the entity of 
independent point. This kind of entity may be expressed accurately using a single spatial point P(B, L, H), its 
projection along the normal direction on the ellipsoid surface is P'(B, L, 0); 
•  The Entity of Line or Surface: the entity such as the coast line, path boundary line, building boundary line and so 
on may be expressed by the spatial tangential path, which is calculated using two points P1(B1, L1, H1) and 
P2(B2, L2, H2). The projection of spatial tangential path on ellipsoid surface can be regarded as land line 
between P'1(B1, L1, 0) and P'2(B2, L2, 0). 
3.2. Electronic map on ellipsoid surface 
Because on the computer screen, you may express space curves and the space-like surface of arbitrary shape by 
zooming, translating or revolving, therefore, the method that expressed the geographic information on surface of 
ellipsoid may be realized in the computer. This is an inevitable trend of map carrier development (As shown in 
Figure 1). The ideal presentation of digital map based on the geodetic coordinates is to design an ellipsoid surface in 
computer, and demonstrate digital map on it, and thus produce electronic map based on the surface of ellipsoid. 
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Fig. 1. Development of map carrier 
Just like generating a plane electronic map, the core thought of electronic map on surface of ellipsoid is to 
imagine the computer screen as an infinitely great plane window, conceiving there is a big ellipsoid body in the 
computer screen which is generated strictly according to the size and shape of earth referenced ellipsoid body, we 
draw up the map according to the scale 1:1 on the surface of ellipsoid, then looking the maps in zooming, translating 
or revolving way encompassing the ellipsoid body, this surface of ellipsoid demonstrated with the latitude and 
longitude grid, the smaller the grid, the finer the surface of ellipsoid. 
4. The superiority of Electronic map on Ellipsoid surface  
It is an urgent need that makes the geography space of GIS unify to that of the geoscience. Scholars Fang Yu, Hu 
Peng and so on also have pointed out it many times. The grid size of latitude and longitude is decided by the spatial 
resolution of the map. The earth coordinates system is unified which established based on the surface of ellipsoid. It 
can describe the position of each point accurately and uniquely, and can adapt all kinds of reference ellipsoid body 
which is historical, modern and more precision dynamically. It becomes a reference frame of digital or electronic 
map over a wide area and has the small scale and GIS. The electronic map based on the ellipsoid surface regards a 
wide area even entire earth as an object. It can realize integrity on the time and spatial domain of geographic spatial 
information, namely it can express all geographic information of charting region integratedly, and can avoid many 
questions results from map projection. It can be accepted and understood easily when people regard the earth's 
surface as the spherical surface. We may understand this point from the following two aspects (Guo Renzhong, 
1992): 
• We can realize sharing and interoperability of spatial data in any area of the ellipsoid body and any form of the 
digital map so long as we use identical ellipsoid body because the uniform coordinate system, and at the same 
time, it is possible to establish digital earth. 
• Because no traditional projection is used, we can avoid the distortion and the subband (?) and then address the 
problem of projection transformation caused by superimposition analysis of multi-essential factor and splicing of 
adjoining map. Therefore, the spatial information is continuous and it is possible to process data of any scope and 
at any position, and the analysis processing results will be consistent (no need for any additional processing). 
5. Research content of electronic map on ellipsoid surface 
Both the digital map based on ellipsoid surface and the digital map based on plane are digital, but the former is 
graph on the revolution surface of ellipsoid, while the latter is graph on the plane. These two kinds of map are based 
different functions in map realization aspect. In the aspect of spatial function, the latter’s output is electronic map or 
traditional map, while  the former’s output is only electronic visualization; in the aspect of measurement and 
analysis they have different mathematics model, the latter is based on plane, the former is the surface of ellipsoid. 
Therefore electronic map on the surface of ellipsoid is a brand-new topic. 
Compared with the plotted plane map, demonstration and analysis of the map on ellipsoid surface are carry on the 
three-dimensional space, therefore, we should study electronic map on surface of ellipsoid based on the geodetic 
coordinates from the following 4 aspects. 
 
Paper map on 
plane 
Electronic map on 
plane 
Paper map on 
spherical surface（
globe） 
Electronic map on 
ellipsoid surface 
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5.1. The drawing of digital map on ellipsoid surface 
There are two ways to describe the position of the points on ellipsoid surface: in Geodetic coordinates and in 
spatial rectangular coordinates, the former suits the localization and the computation on the ellipsoid surface, while 
the latter, the localization and the computation in the three dimensional space. 
Three-dimensional model presented on a two-dimensional screen is based projection transformation because the 
display device (e.g. screen) is two-dimensional. The coordinates system of electronic map on ellipsoid surface is 
geodetic coordinates system, but usually the projection transformation is actually carries on the three dimensional 
rectangular coordinate system (Feng Yan, Shi Yimin, 2003). Moreover, the computer usually only provides the three 
dimensional cartography space and doesn’t provide the spherical surface cartography space, so we must transform 
the geodetic coordinates to three dimensional rectangular coordinate system , and then finish our drawing work on 
the ellipsoid surface. Therefore, we describe the position of geography entity by using geodetic coordinates on 
electronic map on ellipsoid surface and describe the graph of geography entity by three dimensional rectangular 
coordinate system because the characteristic of the view and the measure may be separated under the computer 
environment. That is, we carry on projection transformation by use three dimensional rectangular coordinates 
system in view space; the metric space is geodetic coordinates system, we reflect geodetic coordinates to rectangular 
coordinates when carrying on the map demonstration, while we reflect rectangular coordinates to geodetic 
coordinates when carrying on the map analysis. And this guaranteed the realization of three dimensional 
visualization and accuracy of spatial measure. 
The electronic map on ellipsoid surface is a vector map; it expresses features by the mark system of plane map. 
But the method is very different when draw the symbol, especially for the line symbol and polygon symbol. We 
mainly study how to draw up the map graph on ellipsoid surface when we draw up electronic map on ellipsoid 
surface. The map graph takes the line as the fundamental graph, the plane map graph is mainly taking the straight 
line as the fundamental graph, but the map graph on ellipsoid surface is taking the land line as the fundamental 
graph. The map graph on the ellipsoid surface is connected by a series of different land line. Therefore, to study the 
method of drawing land line is the basic question of studying electronic map on ellipsoid surface. 
The so-called land line is the shortest segments between two spots on the ellipsoid surface, it is a complex space 
curve, its functional equation is quite complex. Just like the curve on a plane surface, we may draw up the land line 
with the line smoothing technology, namely the method that approaches the land line with a series of spatial 
tangential path, we may receive it is equivalent to the tangential path when the length of the land line is smaller than 
a certain value, and when it is longer than the certain value we need interpolate point to guarantees its curvature and 
the length. Therefore, the core question of drawing up a land line is to determine the function according to the 
geodetic coordinates of two points firstly, then calculating the geodetic coordinates of land line, finally transferring 
the coordinate of each point from the geodetic coordinates to spatial rectangular coordinates. 
To demonstrate the characteristic of the ellipsoid surface clearly, and being advantageous for the localization of 
the view, we must draw up one ellipsoid surface expressed with the latitude and longitude grid when we plan 
electronic map on ellipsoid surface as well as on the plane surface. 
The spatial resolution of electronic map on ellipsoid surface determines the size of grid, and determines the 
greatest length of the land line. We have established the cartography model of electronic map on ellipsoid surface 
according to map resolution when we make cartography; the model consists of different grid. 
We can use editing function in electronic map on the ellipsoid surface, the methods are similar to the ways in 
plane map, but the mathematical model or the algorithm are  difference from those used in plane map. 
5.2. The display and output of the electronic map on ellipsoid surface 
The electronic map on the ellipsoid surface is a three dimensional graph, but it is two-dimensional map on the 
spherical surface. Its view method should be different from the ordinary three dimensional view. The mainly study 
direction of the electronic map on the ellipsoid surface is how to watch the map graph on the ellipsoid surface. 
The view way of electronic map on ellipsoid surface is similar to electronic map on plane: “the reproduce by 
pantograph” pulls closer or puts further the ellipsoid body; “the translation” in fact revolves the ellipsoid surface 
around the center of ellipsoid body. Regardless of “reproduce by pantograph” or “translation”, the center of ellipsoid 
body is always on the straight line which across screen center, and is vertical to the screen plane, the distance 
between the center and the screen is decided by the times of “the reproduce by pantograph”, the rotation angle of 
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 ellipsoid body axis is decided by the size of “the translation”. Although the center and axis of ellipsoid body in view 
are not obviously, but they exist objectively. 
The electronic map on ellipsoid surface cannot be output to the paper map directly, but we can calculate (x, y) 
easily according to needs by design special map projection. Therefore, it does not influence the use of the map 
projection that regard (B, L) as the foundation, we must use them when output paper map from digital map Guo 
Renzhong, 1992). 
 
5.3. Measure and analysis of the electronic map on ellipsoid surface 
 
The measure and analysis of the electronic map on ellipsoid surface based on the geodetic coordinates on the 
ellipsoid surface, we should mainly study the mathematical model or the algorithm for the measure and analysis on 
ellipsoid surface, moreover, the results of this measure and analysis are on the reference ellipsoid surface, because 
there is a certain distance between the reference ellipsoid surface and the earth natural surface, so there is certain 
difference between the distance, the angle and the area calculated by geodetic coordinate and their actual value on 
the natural earth surface. The results of spatial analysis based on geodetic coordinate finally must be transformed to 
the earth natural surface in GIS of a small region. The method and the model of transformation influence the 
precision of measure and analysis directly; this is the question which we must study on the electronic map on 
ellipsoid surface. Considered that the nearer distance projecting plane to the Earth natural surface, the value of 
projecting plane is more approach to the actual value on earth's surface, we may use geometry formula on spherical 
surface when the measure and analysis region are not very large and the request to precision is not high; but we may 
use the model of redeem coordinate system when the measure and analysis region are small and the request to 
precision is high. Because the redeem surface used to projection is the even elevation surface of calculate object, and 
the central meridian used to projection is the even longitude line of calculate object, this calculate result is the 
closest to actual value, this method or the model is quite suitable for the area that request high precision on 
projection distortion and the area is not large [8]. 
 
5.4. Transformation between electronic map on ellipsoid surface and plane map 
 
At present, most digital/electronic map is plane map, In order to transform plane map to electronic map on 
ellipsoid surface, we must transform plane coordinates to the geodetic coordinates, and redraw the graph. Moreover 
we also can transform electronic map on ellipsoid surface to plane map. In brief, the two patterns of transformation 
are the key questions we must research in electronic map on ellipsoid surface. 
 
6. Research significance of the electronic map on ellipsoid surface 
It is a new concept that taking the reference ellipse surface as the carrier of the electronic map on ellipsoid 
surface, electronic map is the most suitable way for spatial data visualization. It suits the cognition and the thought 
custom that people regard the earth's surface as spherical surface. It is a reform to express way of existing digital 
map. This will develop the analysis function and the application scope of electronic map and digital map powerfully. 
The geography frame of electronic map on ellipsoid surface isn’t a plane coordinate system, but a geodetic 
coordinate system. So entity’s spatial position can be directly determined by geodetic coordinate (B, L, H), as well 
as the entity’s feature points can also be expressed by geodetic coordinate. Thus, the processing and application of 
spatial information will be more convenient and more precise. Since geodetic coordinate on ellipsoid surface is 
uniform, the position of any points can be accurately and uniquely determined, and the position is not only suitable 
for historical reference ellipsoid, but also suitable for modern reference ellipsoid. Electronic map on ellipsoid 
surface is the optimum way for geographic information visualization at large-scale GIS and DE (Digital Earth).This 
sentence can be explained as followings (Guo Renzhong, 1992): 
• For any scope digital map which cover any region on ellipsoid surface, as long as reference ellipsoid is uniform 
(namely the coordinate system is consistent), the data communion and interoperation can be easily realized, and 
the establishment of digital earth will be completed as soon as possible. 
• For the map projection will not be used in electronic map on ellipsoid surface, distortion caused by map 
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projection will be avoid, thus the spatial features computed based on electronic map on ellipsoid surface (such as 
area, distance, direction etc.) is accurate. 
• For any GIS, only when spatial information is consecutive, the analysis for any scope and any position can be 
carried out and the analysis course is uniform (no additional processing). The present GIS and arithmetic model 
can not realize such analysis. 
• The projection transformation caused by multi-feature overlapping will be avoided. For GIS based on electronic 
map on ellipsoid surface, any two adjoined map will be seamless splicing. Owing to no map sheet and scale in 
electronic map on ellipsoid surface, the information processing can be made with the same precision in any 
scope, and the burdensome task of establishing various scale GIS in the same region will be thrown off. 
• The extensive application of satellite surveying technology, especially the dynamic GPS technology make it 
possible that the geodetic coordinate system will be the main spatial reference and frame in digital map. 
• Making many analyses simpler, such as the computing of great circle flight path whose computation is very 
difficult and cockamamie. 
• The demonstration, analysis and application of digital globe's can not separate the map form. From now on, more 
and more spatial information expressed in map form will appear on internet (Liao Ke, 2004). The electronic map 
on ellipsoid surface is the most suitable manifestation which digital globe requests, it is important to map 
visualization, to multi-dimensional expression and the dynamic demonstration of electronic map on ellipsoid 
surface that performance further research. 
GIS expresses the process of the geography space and time, the storage and organization of its mass data conform 
to the characteristic and request of the distribution of the geographic information, and the electronic map on 
ellipsoid surface conforms to the visualization way of GIS spatial data. It is the best way to solute seamless 
demonstration of distributed GIS data, therefore it is very important to study electronic map on ellipsoid surface to 
impel the development of GIS. 
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